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Areas of research
1) The properties of social networks that support profound, peaceful social transitions;
the cases of the Polish underground Solidarity and the American Civil Rights
Movement.
2) The dynamics of social change facilitated by social entrepreneurs, as seen through the
lenses of complexity theory; autocatalytic processes which empower people and
societies, leading to the emergence of an immense impact on higher levels.
3) The complexity approach to peacemaking and peace prevention: building alternative
attractors for sustainable peace.
Additional areas of interest
1) Social SYNC: how brains, individuals, groups and societies synchronize.
2) The neuroscience of creativity.
3) New kind of leadership “Empowering Leadership” as demonstrated by Social
Entrepreneurs.
Social entrepreneurship – practice
Consultant for Ashoka, Innovators for the Public (www.ashoka.org). Since 1995, Dr.
Praszkier has been the Country Director, launching Ashoka Poland; since 2000 he has been an
Ashoka international staff training director and a second opinion reviewer chairing, in many
countries, the selection process for Ashoka Fellowships.
Solidarity underground movement
During the 1980s he participated in the Polish non-violent underground Solidarity
Movement. Under a false name, he published an illegal manual for Solidarity activists “How
to survive police interrogation.” After the transformation, he co-founded several grassroots
NGO’s, remaining on the board of some through to the present.
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